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Abstract

Assessment of motor disorders forms an important ingredient of neurology, rehabilitation medicine and orthopaedics. Until now, however, many of the employed assessment tools are derived from empirical knowledge. Almost no relation exists with modern theoretical notions about motor control. In the present article, motor control theory is reviewed in the light of its potential contribution to understanding motor recovery. An attempt is made to present a theoretical framework for the assessment of motor disorders related to recent insights in motor control. The framework emphasizes the dynamical character of recovery. The principle of output optimization is discussed and it is stressed that compensation plays a permanent role in adapting to damage of the body or to changes in the environment. An assessment procedure is introduced to measure the (mental) costs of this compensation. It is argued that changes in the costs of compensation across time reflect recovery. © 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

After nervous system damage, or damage to the musculoskeletal system, functional recovery usually occurs to some extent. However, inter-individual variability is high and until now relatively little is known about the determinants of recovery. It is of great clinical importance to follow the course of recovery and, when possible, to predict recovery. Measurement and prediction of recovery, in fact, form one of the main challenges facing clinicians today. However, these measurements are often based primarily on empirical knowledge. Furthermore, the majority of the employed assessment procedures is oriented at the disease or organ level. Only few procedures focus at the functional or behavioral level (see Ref. [1]). This lack of behavior-oriented assessment procedures forms a serious problem for the development and evaluation of treatment programs. Indeed, impairment-oriented assessment scores may have little relevance for the prediction of daily life functioning.

In the present article a theoretical framework is presented which may function as an impetus for the development of novel behavior-oriented assessment procedures for the treatment and evaluation of patients with motor dysfunction. The framework is based upon modern insights in human motor control. The concepts, adaptation, compensation and output-optimization play a core role in the framework. The article will start by discussing aspects of human motor control which are essential to the proposed framework. Thereafter, the role of adaptation, compensation and the principle of output-optimization in motor recovery are discussed. This discussion will underscore the point that recovery is not a passive process but the result of an organism reacting actively to changes in the environment or to changes in its structural integrity. A framework for studying motor disorders will be proposed that gives rise to new assessment procedures that do take into account the dynamical character of recovery. Experi-
mental evidence for the merits of such assessment procedures will be presented.

2. Essentials of human motor control

Movement is the output of a hybrid functional system, intimately linked to its environment and designed to solve problems. The adaptability of the motor system of humans and other animals is remarkable and the enormity of the control-problem is underscored by the rather limited success that engineers had in developing robots that can interact successfully with a complex and changing environment. Even the most sophisticated robots are clumsy and inefficient compared to the motor performances of animals. How then is motor control achieved in such biological machines? To answer this question, the continuous availability of information coming from the body (internal) or the environment (external) needs to be stressed. Information is an absolute prerequisite for the adequate functioning of the problem-solving system. Without information the system is not able to function normally, it is more or less ‘functionally paralyzed’ [2]. Information plays a core role in the selection of the most optimal motor pattern. Since hundreds, sometimes thousands of movement possibilities exist, this selection problem is not trivial. What are the variables that determine the selection?

Although it is impossible to answer this question unambiguously, it is important to consider movement as the (observable) end-result of a continuous interaction between sensory (perceptual), cognitive, and motor processes [3]. The relative contribution of these processes in the selection-process, however, may change according to the complexity or novelty of the task, the skillfulness of the performer, and the integrity of the system [4–7]. Hence, the production of a movement pattern is not the outcome of a strictly hierarchical or top-down organized system but the result of a hierarchical multilevel system with ‘higher levels’ controlling the invariant global aspects of the action, related to the goal of the movement, whereas the details are being specified more or less autonomously by subordinate structures, sometimes located at the level of the spinal cord.

The role of ‘high level’ processes becomes dramatically visible in patients with damage to the frontal lobes. These patients are perfectly able to move but are not able to define goals and/or plan their actions. It was Lashley [8] who addressed this problem of serial order and argued that all complex skills from the songs of birds to the trotting horse, the carpenter and the housewife are characterized by serial order. He regarded the serial order problem as central to the understanding of the ability of humans and other animals to learn new sequences of behavior. The essence of such sequences is that a relatively small number of units or elements need to be re-arranged, re-ordered or reorganized [9]. It can be argued that on basis of ‘frontal’ or high-level mechanisms functional groupings of muscles can be activated that are ordered in time and constrained to act as co-ordinative structures [10] or muscle synergies [11]. These co-ordinative structures, however, are not fixed coalitions but task- and context-dependent functional couplings so that a large goal-oriented flexibility is guaranteed. After higher centres have initiated the behavioral sequence they need not play a role in any necessary small-scale adjustments and may even remain ignorant of them. As Jordan and Rosenbaum [12] argued, higher levels initiate a dynamical organization in a certain task-space.

Such an architecture indicates that the computational part of the nervous system is not at all comparable to a computer, sequentially processing all kinds of information in some hierarchical order. There is no task-specific wiring pattern for the brain. What characterizes the brain is a set of dynamic regulatory processes under the control of information (input). Modern insights in neuro-anatomy confirm the existence of such variability and indicate that precise point-to-point wiring cannot be the basis for neural maps since large variations across time exist. Brains are not made up of individual cells that accomplish predetermined tasks, nor are they made up of fixed networks of cells that function like coherent organs or rigid oscillators with a specific function. On the contrary, neural cells are of a variety of different types, and the functional ‘organs’ of the brain are collectivities of self-organizing rule-building groups of cells, whereby the same cells can participate in various networks [13]. When arguing that the brain has no task-specific wiring we do not mean that there are no modality specific cortices but we want to stress the fact that connections within neural networks are not rigid but modifiable by input. Hence, movement is not the result of a fixed sequence of signals transmitted over efferent pathways determining all the muscle-specific details but the end-result of a flexible ‘negotiation’ between available input and required output, whereby many strategies may lead to the same output. The selection of a certain strategy depends on the complexity and novelty of the task, the skillfulness of the performer, the integrity of the system, the requirements of the environment and on cognitive variables such as motivation, attention and emotion. Shifting between strategies forms an important characteristic of normal healthy motor control. This is the result of an emergent characteristic of the central nervous system, namely the ability to perform cost-benefit analyses leading to the most efficient strategy to reach a goal under the given circumstances.

Movements, even identical movements, are never performed in exactly the same way. Small adaptive
changes occur continuously in order to tune the movement to the actual circumstances. For example, we can produce speech with our mouth full or with a cigar in it. The speech production system adjusts almost immediately to these changes. We can reach for an object, even when wearing a ten-pound iron bracelet. We can move even when the limbs are partially encumbered or restricted. Kosslyn and Koenig [14], from whom this example is borrowed, distinguished between three mechanisms that enable us to accomplish these adaptive adjustments: first, there are low-level corrective mechanisms, partly situated in the spinal cord involving no higher brain activity at all. Secondly, there are cortical mechanisms driven by the movement end-result. Thirdly, the movement instructions can be adjusted so that compensations for an expected perturbation can be made in advance of the start of the movement.

In accordance with the remarks of Kosslyn and Koenig we suggest that a further distinction can be made, namely that between a fast and slow mode of control. A fast mode of control refers to the performance of over-learned movements. The control is largely non-cognitive and ‘direct’, that is to say, the performance takes place without noticeable conscious involvement because information from the periphery activates, almost without any high-level mediation, the most adequate co-ordinative structures. A slow mode of control, on the other hand, refers to the performance of movements in the early phases of a learning process or to the performance of very complex movements. Furthermore a slow mode of control often can be observed in patients with damage to the motor system. In these patients the control is largely cognitive and ‘non-direct’, which means that the execution of movement takes place with substantial conscious involvement and is (often) dependent on visual information.

The main point so far is that the organism is never rigidly fixed in a single mode but has the ability to shift continuously between the available modes of control. Each task situation, combined with the state of the organism, leads to its own optimal strategy. These shifts enable the organism to reach the required goals even under non-optimal conditions. It will be clear that these remarks have relevance for assessment since they indicate that solely analyzing the output characteristics of motor behavior in terms of kinematic, biomechanical and/or electrophysiological aspects of the movement, indeed, reveals information about the characteristics of the final end-result, but the strategic processes leading to this end-result remain hidden. Insight into these processes, however, is of crucial importance for understanding the level of functional recovery of the patient. Assessment procedures, therefore, should be designed in such a way that changes in the adaptive or compensatory strategies across time can be followed. In the next sections, concepts will be discussed which may form an impetus for the development of such assessment procedures.

3. Adaptation

Adaptation refers to the highly individual, subjective and context-dependent nature of the categorizations that every organism must make in order to impose its own unique order on the ever-changing kaleidoscope of signals reaching it through the senses [15]. Formulated in more simple terms, adaptation is the process by which living organisms change in time [16]. This process takes place over different time scales; it may reflect the slowly progressing changes as a result of aging, [17] as well as the fast and almost immediate adaptations observed in stumble-preventing reactions [18], or inter-limb coordination [19–21] during walking. Adaptability forms a crucial characteristic of all animals, even of the lowest ones, and in human beings this ability is extremely large. This adaptive power plays a crucial role in the functional reorganization of the motor system after damage. Hence, learning more about the dynamics of (individual) adaptability is very relevant for understanding the recovery, or decline, of motor function in patients with neurological, orthopaedic and rheumatic motor dysfunctions. Adaptation can be defined in functional (behavioral) or structural (anatomical) terms, or in terms of processes (physiology). In the present paper an in-between position is embraced in which, in accordance with the remarks made above, adaptation is described as the capacity of the central nervous system to modify its own structural organization and functioning as a result of internal or external (environmental) changes (see also Ref. [22]).

3.1. Essentials of adaptability

Normally the input-output relations are, to a large degree redundant, that is, central neural networks ‘know’ the characteristics of the input they receive from the periphery. After damage (e.g. injury, fracture, amputation) these relationships, however, are altered, and the system is forced to change. As early as 1923 Lashley [23] suggested that the organization of the human cerebral cortex could be flexible. But it was in the 1970’s that for the first time such a reorganization was demonstrated [24]. During the last decades ample neuropsychological evidence appeared which underscores this neuroplasticity principle. For example, Merzenich and Kaas [25] showed that the adult mammalian somatosensory system is capable of significant functional reorganization after peripheral nerve or spinal cord injury. They showed that the effectiveness of previously existing synapses can be dramatically modified and that
new synapses can be formed. Many other studies showed that cortical sensorimotor representations can be reorganized after peripheral damage [26], after amputation [27–29], after spinal cord injury [30–32], after transient deafferentation [33], after ischaemic nerve block [34], after stroke [35] and even after arthritis-like inflammation [36]. Spear [37] showed that neurons in the lateral supra-sylvian gyrus that normally are unresponsive to specific visual input can become responsive to these stimuli in the event that normal visual cortical areas are impaired. Cohen et al. [38] showed the existence of cross-modal plasticity in the blind. Area’s activated in sighted subjects during the performance of visual tasks became activated in blind subjects in association with tactile or auditory discrimination tasks. However, they indicated also that the susceptible period for this form of functionally relevant cross-modal plasticity does not extend beyond the age of 14 years. Calford and Tweedale [39] mentioned that this adaptive plasticity even showed inter-hemispheric transfer. They indicated that in flying foxes (*Pteropus Scapulatus*) the receptive fields of neuron assemblies, which originally represented the thumb that had been anaesthetized, expanded within a few minutes after the injection. The receptive fields in the opposite hemisphere located on or around the unaffected thumb, however, also expanded.

The above mentioned results clearly indicate the self-organizing character of the central nervous system, that is, the organizational patterns observed in the cerebral cortex are not static but change under external (environmental) pressure or as a result of internal changes. Even the somatotopic representation of the body in the brain is not a fixed entity but the result of an ongoing process in which cortical maps change as the result of a permanent competition between input sources for cortical (processing) space [40]. Hence, stability in maps is the consequence of balanced competition. Changing the balance results in a sequence of changes which in the beginning may seem rather chaotic but finally leads to a new stability. These changes are activity-dependent or ‘input-driven’ which means that reorganization takes place as a result of input modulation. This implicates that changes may take place not only as a result of removing or decreasing the input but also as a result of increasing the input. Evidence for the latter statement exists as the work of Pascual-Leone and Torres [41] suggested that learning Braille is associated with expansion of the sensorimotor cortical representation of the reading finger. Also Jenkins, Merzenich et al. [42] showed that specific finger exploratory training in monkeys produced a fast and marked increase in the cortical sensory representation of the fingers used for haptic exploration. These findings are important, since they may form the structural basis of therapy in rehabilitation.

A remarkable and dramatic example of such adaptive plasticity can be found in the tactile vision substitution (TVS) experiments performed by Bach-y-Rita [43]. In these TVS-experiments ‘visual’ information was delivered to the brain via the skin. The output of a small camera (controlled by a blind subject) was displayed on an area of skin, after transduction to a form of energy (delivered by vibrotactors), that was able to activate the skin sensory receptors. These studies of Bach-y-Rita showed that blind persons not only developed the ability to perceive visual information but also learned to use visual means of analysis (parallax and looming) and to subjectively locate the visual information correctly in three-dimensional space, which is quite remarkable.

4. Recovery and decline: the principle of output optimization

Recovery can be seen as forced change; that is, the system is forced to change in order to cope with the violation of its structural integrity. It is important to note that this process of (forced) change is relatively independent of the type of lesion. Indeed, each type of damage will lead to a systemic dysregulation. A peripheral lesion (nerve injury, arthritis, amputation, etc.), therefore, never is solely a peripheral problem but always reflects also a problem in the interaction between the periphery and the brain. The above cited neurophysiological studies clearly support this notion.

The motor system is flexible, that is to say, there is a sustained effort to keep the output optimal even after damage. But how is this possible? How is the sensorimotor system, for example, able to generate relatively unimpaired motor output in spite of the fact that the system may be damaged? The answer is: by using strategic shifts. For example, some loss of proprioceptive input can be tolerated, but when the loss of proprioceptive input exceeds a certain level the system is forced to shift to another control strategy (e.g. visual control or conscious control of movement). This enables the system to keep the output constant or optimal and to reach goals even under pathological conditions. This capacity is termed here the output optimization principle. However, although goals still can be reached, they can no longer be reached by exploiting the fast mode of control, as described earlier in the text. Goals are reached now by exploiting the slow mode of control. In spite of the fact that these adaptive shifts have an important survival value, as they permit the system to remain active and to generate motor activities also under pathological conditions, they never are as efficient as the pre-morbid strategies. Hence, the system has to pay a price for its compensatory capacities. It is argued here that this price can be measured and expressed in terms of costs of compensation, whereby the
costs of compensation are defined as the level of effort which is needed to keep the output constant or optimal after damage. In this article, we focus on the mental costs of compensation, however, it must be emphasized that metabolic and mechanical changes such as observed after damage of the neuro-musculo-skeletal system (for example see Ref. [44]), can also be regarded as indicators of the level of effort required for output optimization.

Under normal conditions, when performing activities such as standing, walking, reaching, eating, etc., these costs are negligible since these activities are highly automated. We are able to talk while walking or to walk with eyes closed. However, as soon as automaticity is lost the compensatory costs are increasing. It is important to understand that every type of damage which violates the integrity of the system and creates novel constraints, unknown to the central nervous system, in principle will lead to the (temporary) breakdown of automaticity. This is an important argument because it implies that loss of skillfulness and automaticity is not only caused by central impairments, but in fact by all impairments that may lead to the distortion of the known afferent-efferent equilibrium.

Before discussing what type of tasks are required for measuring the above mentioned costs of compensation it is important to focus in more detail on some relevant aspects of the recovery or re-organisation process (see Fig. 1).

The figure shows two graphs, the upper graph reflects a situation in which the motor system is improving after damage across time. In this case the costs of compensation are decreasing, whereas in the lower graph a situation is pictured in which the motor system is deteriorating across time, leading to a continuous increase in the costs of compensation. The latter situation will finally end with the breakdown of the system, observable at all levels of performance and no longer hidden behind the compensatory strategies. Please note, however, that in both graphs the directly observable output may remain more or less constant across time.

Conventional assessment-procedures are implicitly (or even explicitly) based on the assumption that a linear relationship exists between the observable out-

---

**Fig. 1.** The upper graph shows the decreasing costs of compensation in an improving neuromotor system. Although the visible output does not change, the amount of effort which has to be invested in the end-result progressively decreases. The lower graph shows a deteriorating neuromotor system. Although the observable end-result still can be reached, the costs become continuously higher across time. Note, however, that in both cases the output remains more or less the same indicating an important pitfall for assessment.
put of a test-performance and the functional status of the system. It is argued here that reality is much more complex; the level of functional reorganization is not fully or solely reflected in the ‘pure’ end-result of a task, but also in the decreasing (or increasing) compensatory costs across time. We argue here that assessment procedures should be sensitive to this phenomenon because otherwise the dynamical changes underlying the observable end-result will be missed, often leading to the unjustified conclusion that no improvement has taken place, or to the (even more damaging) conclusion that no pathology exists. The latter conclusion is notorious in the cases of insidious neurological disease.

In the remainder of this text it will be shown that this thinking in terms of compensatory costs can be used for the development of novel assessment techniques, relevant for orthopaedics, rheumatology, neurology, rehabilitation medicine, and psychology.

5. Compensation and adaptation

There is more to say about the principle of output optimization. In a healthy motor system ‘commands’ are sent to effector systems; afferent information is fed back to brain centres and normally no discrepancy exists between the efferent ‘commands’ and the afferent information. The system ‘knows’ what to expect. Hence, in these cases an efferent-afferent equilibrium exists. Now look what happens when the system is damaged by a lesion to one of the effector systems. After a short period of immobility (e.g. due to pain) compensatory motor patterns emerge (more or less in the same way as walking at the lateral foot-sole emerges as a result of a sharp stone in the shoe). These compensatory patterns, however, create a novel flow of afferent information, largely unknown to the central networks. Our point is that when these compensatory motor patterns last for a certain time, central networks will change. Indeed, they will accept the compensatory pattern as the new norm.

The main advantage of such a compensatory change is that the discrepancy between efferent and afferent streams of information decreases relatively fast. This is important since the discrepancy makes the system very vulnerable.

It is argued here that as long as the reorganization is not completed the performance of motor acts becomes highly cognitive and visually controlled. What we attempt here is to translate the above discussed changes at the neuro-physiological level to the level of motor behavior. Indeed, as long as the neural maps are not fully adapted to the novel lay-out of peripheral information, the system is forced to exploit other control-routes.

6. Two important aspects of functional reorganization

Functional reorganization or recovery is for a large part dependent on the ability of the central nervous system to adapt to changes. Hence, the study of reorganization is the study of adaptation. But how can this adaptive process be studied, what observable mechanisms can be distinguished? From the work that was performed during the last 10 years, two aspects with a strong predicting power towards functional recovery can be distilled [1,7,45]. These aspects are (1) a decrease of cognitive involvement across time; and (2) a decrease of visual dependency across time.

6.1. Decrease in cognitive involvement

Skilled typists can repeat what is said to them while at the same time typing a text unrelated to this verbal message [46]. With enough training, college students can read while writing down words presented to them at the same time [47]. Also many normal daily life activities take place without noticeable attention or conscious control. As a result of a long learning process the performance of these activities is more or less automated, so that less higher level involvement is needed for control. However, after damage this automaticity is lost. Although the execution of motor acts often is still possible, a substantial price has to be paid in terms of costs of compensation. The level of these costs can be measured by using dual-tasks.

The basic idea behind the dual-task methodology is that the performance of a difficult (non-automated) task produces interference with other simultaneously performed tasks [48]. Hence, by employing an attention demanding task, it is possible to use the degree of interference of this task with the primary task (e.g. standing or walking) as a measure of the attention demands (cognitive regulation) of the primary task. In spite of the long history of this idea and although the relevance seems clear, it has, until now, seldom been used in clinical (movement) analysis or in neurological assessment. So, if two tasks can be performed as well simultaneously as separately, then at least one task seems to be automatic. On the other hand, if a task (e.g. walking) is performed worse when it is combined with a secondary task (e.g. talking), then both tasks must be non-automatic. The worsening of the primary task as a result of the simultaneous performance of a secondary task is termed a dual-task interference effect. If non-automaticity is reflected by a large dual-task interference effect and automaticity by a low (or even absent) dual-task interference effect then measuring dual-task interference across time should give a valid indication of the level of (returning) automaticity.
Many motor control theories assume such a transition from attention-invested or controlled performance (slow mode) to attention-free or automatic performance (fast mode) during the learning of a novel skill [49–51]. Recently these ideas have been applied in studies focusing on disorders of motor control in the elderly [52–54], and a very elegant application can be found in Lundin-Olson [55] who used a very simple dual task procedure to predict falling in elderly people. In spite of these applications the use of dual-task methodology in rehabilitation-research is, until now, rare.

6.2. Decrease in cognitive involvement: experimental evidence

In a series of experiments [56–61] the validity of this idea was tested. The experiments were focused on the recovery of balance after lower limb amputation (above-knee as well as below-knee amputations). Recall that amputation leads to a massive disruption of afferent-efferent equilibrium and forces the central nervous system to develop alternative control strategies. As long as these novel strategies are not available the system remains dependent on compensatory strategies and very vulnerable. The basic experiment went as follows: subjects with a leg amputation and wearing their (first) prosthesis were instructed to stand as still as possible on a force platform with the hands folded at the back. The centre-of-pressure was registered. It could be observed that, even in the very beginning of the rehabilitation process, patients were able to perform this task; their balance performance differed not significantly from healthy age-matched controls. After 10 s a slide was projected in front of the subject with the words ‘RED’, ‘BLUE’, ‘GREEN’, etc. The words, however, were printed in an ink which deviated from the semantics of the words, so that the word ‘RED’ was printed in blue, the word ‘BLUE’ was printed in green, etc. The patients were instructed to name as fast as possible the color of the words and to suppress the very strong tendency to read the words. This is an attention-demanding task and the question was whether this task would interfere with the ability of the patient to maintain its upright balance. The results indicated that in the beginning of the rehabilitation process the balance performance of patients was significantly hindered by the performance of a concurrent cognitive task (see Fig. 2, upper graph). Such a dual-task interference effect could not be shown in a group of healthy age-matched control subjects.

The interesting point, however, was that this interference effect slowly diminished across time, indicating a re-automatization of balance control (see Fig. 2, lower graph). These results can not be explained in terms of structural interference or outcome conflicts [62]. Indeed, outcome conflicts refer to the fact that the produced outputs hinder each other, in that they change the state of some variable that is relevant for the performance of the concurrent task. It is hard to see in what form the fast identification of inks could hinder (in structural terms) the control of upright balance, although the task in itself, of course creates an outcome conflict. Neither can the data be explained in terms of the specific interference that appears between similar tasks or to the effects of spatial compatibility or to the homology of the co-activated response organs. Hence, some form of central interference is suggested, because, due to the peripheral lesion, the normal fast (automatic) mode of control cannot be employed, so that the system is forced to shift to a slow mode of control.

One of the essentials of an amputation, however, is its acute character, so that the system suddenly is deprived from the input of a relevant effector organ (e.g. hand, arm, leg). An interesting question therefore is whether this dual-task effect also would appear in patients with a slowly progressing chronic disease leading to balance disturbances. The above described experiment was therefore repeated in patients with HMSN (Hereditary Motor and Sensory Neuropathy), type I. These patients generally have distal muscle weakness, atrophy and loss of somatesthesia, especially of deep sensibility. Also foot-ankle deformities such as pes cavus, transversoplanus, equinovarus and hammer toes may be observed [58,59]. Problems in postural control are one of the most frequent consequences of HMSN. The results showed, however, that although these patients clearly suffered from balance disorders they were not hindered by the dual-task performance, indicating that due to the slowly progressing character of the disease the brain had ample time to reorganize its control procedures and to create a novel efferent-afferent equilibrium (see Fig. 3, upper graph).

Now, let us take the next step. What would happen if these patients were fitted with corrective orthopaedic footwear? The results were surprising. It was shown that although dual-task performance had no effect on balance control in barefoot conditions, balance control was (temporarily) significantly hindered in conditions when the patients were wearing new orthopedic footwear (see Fig. 3, lower graph). Although at first sight this result seems remarkable, it is perfectly in accordance with the above described ‘fluid’ character of the central nervous system and underscores the permanent adaptive character of (motor) control. Indeed, as soon as movement constraints are changed by the shoes the system is forced to adapt and to shift to another control strategy, which is less automated thus leading to a dual-task interference effect.

In a study of De Visser et al. [61] the dual-task methodology was used in order to get more insight into the recovery of gait after limb saving surgery in patients with malignant bone tumors. The study was focused on
reautomatization of gait. The main outcome measures were walking speed and stride time duration. The results showed that although restoration of gait after surgery was impressive, it was not automated, so it broke down under conditions of visual and cognitive load.

6.3. Decrease in visual dependency

Normally somesthetic input from the periphery is received, interpreted and acted on appropriately while moving. However, when somatosensory input is distorted or absent, the ‘weight’ of this type of peripheral input decreases and vision, as a result of a strategic shift, becomes the most important input-source. Indeed, the system can no longer ‘build’ on the incoming somesthetic information since this information has lost its redundant character. It can therefore be predicted that in the early rehabilitation phase patients will show a marked visual dependency. What is meant here is a disproportional dependency. Indeed, we are always using (on line) visual information and vision provides predictive information for prospective control of gait [63–67], but and this is important, we are not using this information all the time to guide us and to control the action. We all are aware that it is possible to take one’s eyes of the trajectory while walking without falling down or becoming disoriented. So it is the degree of dependency that matters and it is argued here that in patients with sensorimotor disorders this dependency becomes disproportionally large. The interesting question is whether the amount of visual dependency changes across time in the same way as the cognitive dependency did.

6.4. Decrease in visual dependency: experimental evidence

To answer this question postural control was assessed in patients with a unilateral leg amputation before and after a conventional rehabilitation training program. The experimental set-up was basically the
same as employed in the above mentioned studies, that is, the centre-of-pressure fluctuations during quiet upright standing on a force-platform were registered with and without visual information. The results indicated that besides a small, but non-significant improvement in balance control with full visual information, there was a significant improvement of balance control without vision, indicating a decrease in visual dependency across time [56,57]. The visual-dependency scores approached normal values at the end of the rehabilitation. This decrease in visual dependency can be seen as a (indirect) reflection of a central re-integration of sensory input from the amputated limb into the multi-sensory control of posture. This conclusion is important since it again indicates that relevant aspects of the recovery process remain hidden for the observer as long as specific test manipulations are not used.

7. Age-dependency of adaptation

The present paper focuses on the flexibility of the human motor system and on the capacity to adapt

Fig. 3. The upper graph shows a patient with HMSN standing on a force platform during a single task and a dual-task condition. Note that, although the balance performance is impaired in terms of an increased fore–after sway, the introduction of the dual-task does not affect performance. The lower graph shows the same patient standing on a force platform. The patient is now wearing orthopaedic footwear. Note that in the single task condition the balance performance has improved but that in the dual-task condition the footwear causes a substantial dual-task effect leading to an increased fore–after sway. Figures are unpublished figures from Ref. [59].
continuously to the actual situation. It is an interesting question whether this capacity changes with age, and whether the elderly are more hindered by increasing task-complexity and by a non-optimal neuro-motor system then the younger adults. In other words, are the costs of compensation higher in the elderly compared to a younger group? In this section, this topic will be discussed.

It is known that older people are less able to prepare motor programs in advance of imperative stimuli when the preceding warning stimuli bear no obvious relation to the task demands, even though the warning stimuli do in fact contain relevant information. Hence, older people seem to be less flexible and adaptive than younger people [68]. It is also known that older people are slower, and early theories stated that the elderly were slower due to peripheral sensory factors interfering with performance. Birren and Botwinick [69] performed a classical study in which they examined the simple reaction times of the jaw, finger and foot to an auditory signal. They argued that if the locus of slowing was peripheral then there would be a statistical interaction between age and the more distal effector. However, if slowing were a central phenomenon, then an additive effect would result. Since the latter outcome was found support was claimed for the central locus of age-related slowing. More recently Stelmach and Worringham [70], showed that the decreased stability with increasing age is the result of a slowing of the central integrative mechanisms. Similar arguments can be found in the work of Teasdale et al. [71] who showed that postural adjustments in the elderly required cognitive processing. They altered the visual and surface conditions to determine if attentional resources were needed to be allocated to the postural task when there was a reduction of the available sensory information. Their results showed that as the sensory information decreased, the postural tasks became increasingly difficult for the elderly and required more of their attentional capacity.

Other evidence for a central source for the decrease in stability comes from the work of Woollacott et al. [72]. Elderly and young adults were submitted to various conflicting sensory conditions that were created by rotating the surface platform and visual surround in proportion to the subject’s sway thus making these sources of sensory information inappropriate for the postural task. The results showed that the elderly were much more affected by the combined visual and proprioceptive conflicting conditions than were the young. In a more recent study [53], Teasdale, Bard, Dadouchi, Fleury, Larue and Stelmach showed that after a period without vision, the elderly persons were unable to adapt rapidly to the visual information which suddenly became available. In other words, the ability of the system to shift rapidly and smoothly between different control modes seems to be impaired in the elderly. Besides, the results showed that as sensory information decreased, the postural task became more difficult for the elderly and required more of their processing capacity. The latter aspect would explain the observation that it is increasingly difficult for the elderly to perform two tasks at once.

Mulder et al. [54] addressed the question of whether elderly were impaired in their capacity to adapt rapidly to disturbed peripheral conditions. In their study normal young adults and healthy elderly subjects, between 60 and 85 years, recruited from a dancing-club, had to walk on a walkway. There were four gait conditions: (1) simple unobstructed gait (single task); (2) walking while solving a mental calculation task (dual task); (3) walking while wearing flippers; and (4) flipper-walking while performing the mental calculation task. The results were interesting and showed that young adults were only minimally hindered by the dual-task condition in combination with flipper walking. The elderly (> 70 years), however, were substantially hindered by the dual-task condition and showed significant gait impairment in the dual task plus flipper condition. Admitted, the subjects in our flipper experiment were not followed across time to determine the effects of learning, so it may be that after training the age-dependent effects would have disappeared. But that is not the point here, the main aim was to indicate that elderly react different to peripheral manipulations than young adults. The results indicated that their immediate sensorimotor adaptability seemed to be less ‘smooth’ than in the young. Recall, that these were totally healthy and active elderly, living alone and independently.

These results have implications for the application of orthotic devices. Patients normally are fitted with orthotic devices primarily from a biomechanical perspective. Independently of age it is expected that these subjects are able to employ these devices, fully integrated with their activities of daily living. Although it is well known that many patients have difficulties in employing these orthopedic devices, no studies are known to us which focus on the (central) computational consequences of peripheral mechanical aids. Normally this field is the domain of rehabilitation engineers and not of behavioral scientists or motor control experts.

The results of these studies seem to indicate that aging impairs the ability to shift between different control modes. This has clear implications for our understanding of recovery processes since it would mean that elderly do not adapt optimally to changing internal and external conditions. This necessitates further study on the age-related interaction between peripheral and central processes in order to get more insight into the role of adaptation in the recovery process.
8. Conclusions

The present article pictured, in rather rough terms, important aspects of the adaptive capacity of the human cognition-sensor-motor system. We argued that these aspects have implications for the assessment of functional recovery. Indeed, if the principle of output optimization forms an emergent characteristic of the system, then solely observing the manifest outcome of diagnostic tasks without taking into account the compensatory effort necessary to reach the end-result is not without risks, especially when these results are obtained by means of very simple tasks to be performed in an optimal (laboratory- and/or hospital) environment. Most of the employed test-situations give the subjects ample opportunity to compensate for their deficits by shifting toward other control strategies (e.g. visual and/or cognitive regulation of task performance). As a result of this adaptive shifting, which may take place without any awareness of the patient, the effects of pathology remain unnoticed. These remarks are especially relevant for the diffuse or mild disorders or for the early stages of a disease process and they picture an important pitfall for assessment. Indeed, in these cases deviations from the norm will be found only under novel or more complex (‘real-life’) conditions and exactly such conditions are lacking in most of the laboratories for clinical movement analysis. The latter argument has been confirmed in a survey among 32 (European) laboratories for clinical gait analysis [73]. It was indicated that 29 laboratories used straight level walking on an inclined plane and four reported walking on different textures. In only 8 of these laboratories reported walking in a well lit environment without any hinders, although eight of these laboratories reported walking on an inclined plane and four reported walking on different textures. In only five (of these) laboratories the tasks were combined with other tasks, such as a memory task or mental arithmetic. The three remaining laboratories were excluded from the study since they solely focused upon analysing upper extremity tasks.

Hence, in most of the ‘assessment environments’ it is impossible to determine the aspects of recovery as discussed in the present paper, which might partly explain the often mentioned lack of relevance of (advanced) movement analysis techniques for predicting functional behavior [74–76].

It is, therefore, important to develop novel assessment procedures by means of which clinicians are able to measure the course of functional recovery. In the present article it is argued that a decrease in cognitive regulation and a decrease in visual dependency form important and measurable ingredients of functional improvement in that they reflect the process of re-automatization. Indeed, when sensory, motor, and cognitive processes continuously interact in the regulation of functional motor behavior, it seems plausible that these processes and their changing interactions should play a role also in assessment methods that pretend to measure functional improvement. At this moment this is clearly not the case, as the majority of motor assessment procedures focus at the level of impairments.
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